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The majority of Advanced Aircrew Academy’s clients are operators at which experienced
professional aviators are flying high–performance turbo prop and jet aircraft. Many of our client
aviation operators are IS–BAO registered or are considering becoming registered. Given our
training focus and the fact that we have an IS–BAO accredited auditor on our training staff, it’s
not surprising that our clients are asking us for guidance on training that is required by the
Standard.
Figuring it all out
with a level of
confidence that you
are willing to bet
your audit on can
be a multi–pronged
exercise in pulling
out your hair.

Figuring out what training is required according to the IS–BAO is not simple
or straightforward. The Standards are lengthy and complex, largely due to
the range of worldwide operations that they cover. Veterans of the process
know that you will not find a summary list of required or recommended
training. Figuring it all out with a level of confidence that you are willing to bet
your audit on can be a multi–pronged exercise in pulling out your hair, which
is one of the reasons our phones ring at Advanced Aircrew Academy.

In this white paper, we talk about IS–BAO and the required training, including
how all that works for the different types of flight departments and flight
department positions such as pilots (Flight Crew Members), cabin attendants
(Cabin Crew Members), maintenance technicians (Maintenance Personnel),
dispatchers, and schedulers.

Timing Is Everything
I was in a client’s office recently, (let’s call them Acme Widgets), completing an IS–BAO audit,
when our client’s designated manager for IS–BAO matters told me that he had just then
responded to an email from a pilot he knew at another company’s aviation operation. That pilot
had reached out to my host at Acme with the message that they had just completed their own IS–
BAO audit and were now staring at a handful of minor non–compliance comments resulting from
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inadequacies in their training versus the Standard. How had Acme Widgets avoided this? My
host’s response to his buddy was to send him our phone number at Advanced Aircrew Academy.
When we at Advanced Aircrew Academy are running the planet, the IS–BAO will provide a
simplified and summarized list of all of its training requirements and recommendations. Until then,
aviation operators are left to sort it out. Let’s start with the famous Big Picture.
From the point of view of the IS–BAO and, therefore, of the auditor, training requires all of the
following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Documented training content (your training program)
Receipt of training by people
Documentation of the training that was received
Auditor testing to ensure that the training has been effective (e.g., interviews,
observations, and exam results)

Items (2), (3), and (4) are relatively straightforward, leaving the training program
as the source of the majority of problems. In fact, the training program is the
most challenging to codify out of the IS–BAO, which, in my opinion, is due to a
combination of the number of variables involved and the fact that the
requirements are scattered around the IS–BAO documentation in the Standards
themselves, in the Protocols, and in the Implementation Guidance (IG).

The training
program is the
most challenging
to codify out of
the IS–BAO.

Training Variables – What and Who
The first training program variable is What—that is, the training subjects: Surface Contamination,
CRM/Human Factors, Dangerous Goods, and so on. It’s fair to say that you will definitely need a
complete list of all of the subjects to start the process. It is very important to keep in mind that IS–
BAO is but one source for what must be in your training program. The FARs; related documents
such as Letters of Authorization (LOAs) / Ops Specs, and Advisory Circulars; and your own
Operations Manual or other company training requirements are another. All of this must be in your
training program. Although an IS–BAO audit is not primarily a compliance audit, you must comply
with any State of Registration and your own company requirements as a general condition of the
Standards.
The second item in the variables list is Who gets trained. That universe is defined pretty well:
Flight Crews, Cabin Crews, Maintenance Personnel, Scheduler/Dispatchers, anybody else with
duties onboard the aircraft inflight, and finally everybody else (e.g. Line Service Personnel and
Administrative Personnel).
The next variable is whether the training subject is required, recommended, or left up to you (sort
of), and even that list has room for interpretation when you start applying the “other training to
ensure a safe operation” clause. The training program is now starting to get more complicated
because some subjects are required for one position, but recommended for others; for example
CRM/Human Factors.
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When
The last variable in this analysis is frequency (When)—how often must the training take place to
conform to the IS–BAO? As we have seen, the IS–BAO can be short on specifics due to the wide
range of operations, equipment, and locations it must cover.
Some topics have specifically defined training frequencies. Dangerous Goods and Surface
Contamination for Flight Crews are examples. Annual “specific cabin systems” training for Cabin
Crew is another. But how often is training required for PBN (RNAV) operations for a US Part 91
Flight Crew (Pilots)? We get only “…as necessary to ensure competency in operations. . .” Most
topics do not specify a recurrent training interval at all. These subjects fall under the general
requirements of “All of the relevant items should be covered in initial training. The recurrent
training program should be designed so that key items are covered each year.” What is a “key
item” that needs to be covered each year? That is for you to decide, based on the nature of your
operation. (Note that the IS-BAO generally uses the term “competency,” whereas the FAA uses
“proficiency.” I translate these two as essentially meaning the same thing).
At Advanced Aircrew Academy, we work with our clients to identify key items then recommend a
schedule that rotates key topics each year and covers everything in initial at least once every two
to three years (periodically). In addition, all of your training
All of the relevant items
completion certificates and the individual course outlines are
should be covered in Initial
electronically stored for you in your own, dedicated online Learning
Center. One of the ways we know that both our scheduling and
training. The recurrent
training records systems work is that for our Part 121 and 135
training program should be
clients,
the training that we provide must be approved by the FAA
designed so that key items
as
part
of
that client’s approved Training Program. Another way we
are covered each year.
know is by the number of our clients that have passed training
muster during IS–BAO audits. The fact that you can give the auditor
your login and they can conveniently complete the audit of much of your training content and
records prior to the onsite audit and from wherever they happen to be is an added benefit.
To ensure full conformity with the Standard, you should complete a comprehensive analysis of
the training requirements of the IS–BAO, State requirements (FAA in the US), and any additional
company requirements. For example:

§
§
§

Do you require a PIC check–out before operating into KASE?
Do you require training on ramp operations?
Do you require training on aircraft servicing for pilots?

You can also benchmark with other operators similar to you. As an approved IS–BAO
International Standards Support Services Affiliate (I3SA), AAA can benchmark and assist with a
training analysis for your flight department.
Complete the process by documenting the results in your operations manual. As part of your SMS
continuous improvement process, plan on an annual review of your training program with
adjustments as necessary.
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Advanced Aircrew Academy to Offer Translation Services for
Documents Written in Martian
Let’s be fair. The IS–BAO is not really written in Martian; it just sometimes seems that way when
we are trying to sort out what training is required. In the previous sections on IS–BAO training
requirements, we looked at the Who, What, and When of those requirements and noted that this
can be a challenge to sort out.
In this section, we move from the general to the specific and provide the list of training subjects
that cover the IS–BAO required curriculum outside the airplane and simulator.

Designing Your Training Program – An Overview
Let’s start by describing the template we use at Aircrew Academy when putting together our IS–
BAO required training recommendations for an operator client. This is our format for organizing
the training out of the mix of variables encountered in the IS–BAO.
24–Month: IS–BAO lists the specific topic to be trained for Initial and every two years or 24
Months (IS-BAO uses both terms) thereafter (recurrent); for example, Emergency Procedures.
Key Item: The topic is important enough to be specifically listed in the IS–BAO and must be
trained if it is applicable to your flight department, plus subjects that can be determined by applying
one of these three tests from the IS–BAO:
(1) “...such training, as applicable to the individual operation, may include...”
(2) “All of the relevant items should be covered in initial training. The recurrent training
program should be designed so that key items are covered each year.”
(3) “Any other training required to ensure a safe operation.”
Think of these items as either absolutely required, such as SMS training, or required if they are
applicable, such as Minimum Equipment List (MEL) and Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) training, or
ought to be required based on safety considerations, such as operations into a high risk airport.
Other/Extra: These training subjects are not specifically mentioned within the IS–BAO but could
be an elective for the operator based on hazards identified by your SMS. Examples include
Mountain Flying and Weather Radar. The “any other training required to ensure a safe operation”
category applies here also.
Using this guidance, here is the list of Advanced Aircrew Academy IS–BAO conforming training
modules from which we would select a specific operator’s recommended training. References in
parentheses are to the Standard/Protocol and may not include all references.
Example Training Program Subjects
Two Year/24–Month Subjects

§
§
§
§
§

CRM/Human Factors (5.2)
Emergency Procedures (5.3)
Dangerous Goods/HAZMAT (5.1.3; 14.1.3)
First Aid (5.1.3, b)
Surface Contamination/Winter Operations (5.1.3)
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Key Item Subjects

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Approach and Landing Accident Reduction (ALAR) / Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT)
(5.1.3)
ADS-B (6.6.2; 7.3.1)
Corporate Aircraft Security (15.2) U.S. Part 91
Controller Pilot Data Link Communications-CPDLC (5.1.3; 6.6.2; 7.3.1)
EFB/iPad (8.7.2)
Fatigue Management (11.2)
High Altitude Operations (5.4)
International Procedures (5.1.3; 6.6.2; 7.3.1)
International SOPs if operating internationally in PBN airspace (7.4.1)
ILS / RNAV / GLS PRM Approaches (FARs)
MEL Procedures (5.1.6; 8.6.2)
Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) (U.S. OSHA; 13.1)
RVSM (6.6.2; 7.3.1)
RNAV PBN (6.6.2)
Safety Management Systems (3.2.4)
TSA Security (15.2) U.S. Part 125 or 135

Optional Extras

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Aircraft Performance
Dangerous Goods / HAZMAT
Emergency Response Plan
FAR/AIM Review (US)
Instrument Procedures
Land and Hold Short Operations
Mountain Flying
Operations Manual
Runway Excursion
Runway Incursion
TCAS
Wake Turbulence
Weather
Weather Radar

Note that this list of training subjects does not include those subjects that are typically provided
as part of aircraft–specific simulator training. Examples include Aircraft Upset Recovery (5.1.3
Note), Aircraft–specific SOPs (6.1.2), Cat II/III Operations (5.1.3 Note), EFIS/FMS/HGS (5.1.3
Note), and aircraft–specific GPWS (8.11.4).
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Designing Your Training Program
In this section, we use Acme as an example of what our training recommendations might look like
for an operator flying only fixed–wing aircraft.
Congratulations! It’s Monday morning and you have just started Day One in your new position as
Training Officer for the flight operation at Acme Widgets. “Good Old Acme,” as the company is
fondly known, is considering applying for an initial IS–BAO registration, so your role in ensuring
training conformity with the standard will be key.
Let’s say that Acme has two business jets. One of these is used solely for
domestic operations and is operated with only the required two pilots on
the flight deck—no flight or cabin attendants used. The second larger
aircraft is used domestically as well, but also operates internationally to
Europe and the Middle East and employs a cabin attendant on those trips.
Acme also has two maintenance technicians, a scheduler/dispatcher on
staff, and an administrative person.

Why reinvent the wheel
when you can leverage
the knowledge and
experience of others in
meeting the IS–BAO
training challenge?

Flight Deck Crew
We now have a targeted training audience: fixed–wing pilots (Flight Crew), cabin attendants
(Cabin Crew), maintenance technicians, the scheduler/dispatcher, and administrative personnel.
For now, let’s focus on only the flight deck crew. We will get to the rest of the team in the next
section.
Clever fellow that you are, you have just gotten off the phone with your long time buddy at ABC
Tools, which is already IS–BAO Stage 2 registered. How have they ensured compliance with IS–
BAO training requirements? You ask yourself, “Why reinvent the wheel when I can leverage the
knowledge and experience of ABC in meeting this challenge?” Following your friend’s
recommendation, you connect with Advanced Aircrew Academy. AAA works with you to
recommend a training program that will meet your training needs and conform to the requirements
of the Standard.
Here is the example of an IS–BAO–conforming Advanced Aircrew Academy course list (with IS–
BAO references) that might be recommended for fixed–wing pilots at Acme Widgets:
Two Years / 24–Months

§
§
§
§

CRM/Human Factors (5.2)
Emergency Procedures (5.3)
Dangerous Goods/HAZMAT (5.1.3; 14.1.3)
Winter Operations / Surface Contamination (5.1.3)

Key Item Subjects

§
§
§
§

Approach and Landing Accident Reduction (ALAR) / Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT)
(5.1.3 Note)
ADS-B (6.6.2; 7.3.1)
Corporate Aircraft Security (15.2) U.S. Part 91
Controller Pilot Data Link Communications-CPDLC (5.1.3; 6.6.2; 7.3.1)
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

EFB/iPad (8.7.2)
Fatigue Management (11.2)
High Altitude Operations (5.4)
International Procedures (5.1.3; 6.6.2: 7.3.1)
International SOPs (7.4.1)
ILS / RNAV / GLS PRM Approaches (FARs)
MEL Use (5.1.6; 8.6.2)
Occupational Safety and Health (U.S. – OSHA; 13.1)
RVSM (5.1.3; 6.6.2; 7.3.1)
RNAV PBN (5.1.3; 6.6.2)
Safety Management Systems (3.2.4)

Optional Extras – Recommended based on Acme’s needs

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Emergency Response Plan
Instrument Procedures and Aircraft Performance
Mountain Flying
Operations Manual
Runway Excursion/Incursion
TCAS
Volcanic Ash
Weather
Weather Radar

Keep in mind that the timing and frequency of when training is taken are different for Part 91
operators like Acme, and Part 125 or 135 operators.
Other Required Personnel
In this section, we look at a recommended training program for those personnel that we did not
cover last time: Cabin Crew, Maintenance Personnel, Line Service Personnel,
Scheduler/Dispatcher, and Administrative Personnel. In addition, Acme has
acquired a helicopter, so we will visit the rotary wing pilot training requirements
You must have a
also.
documented
training program
Let’s recall that the core IS–BAO training requirement is that you must have a
for any position
documented training program for any position specifically mentioned in the
specifically
IS–BAO and for any other specialty that is required to “ensure the proper
performance of the organization.” That could be the scheduler/dispatcher,
mentioned in the
administrative personnel, line personnel, and others.
IS–BAO.
Here are the example Advanced Aircrew Academy recommended training
courses, expanded to include the additional personnel.
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Rotor Wing and Fixed Wing Pilots
Two Years / 24–Months

§
§
§
§

CRM/Human Factors (5.2)
Emergency Procedures (5.3)
Dangerous Goods/HAZMAT (5.1.3; 14.1.3)
Winter Operations / Surface Contamination (5.1.3)

Key Item Subjects

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Approach and Landing Accident Reduction (ALAR) / Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT)
(5.1.3 Note)
ADS-B (6.6.2; 7.3.1)
Corporate Aircraft Security (15.2) U.S. Part 91
Controller Pilot Data Link Communications-CPDLC (5.1.3; 6.6.2; 7.3.1)
EFB/iPad (8.7.2)
Fatigue Management (11.2)
High Altitude Operations (5.4)
International Procedures (5.1.3; 6.6.2: 7.3.1)
International SOPs (7.4.1)
ILS / RNAV / GLS PRM Approaches (FARs)
MEL Use (5.1.6; 8.6.2)
Occupational Safety and Health (U.S. – OSHA; 13.1)
RVSM (5.1.3; 6.6.2; 7.3.1)
RNAV PBN (5.1.3; 6.6.2)
Safety Management Systems (3.2.4)
Special Mission Training, such as Air Ambulance or Med Evac (5.1.3)
Rotor Wing Pilots – Dynamic rollover, loss of tail rotor effectiveness, and vortex ring
(5.1.3) (Typically provided during aircraft–specific training)

Optional Extras – Recommended based on Acme’s needs

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Alcohol / Drug Misuse Prevention
Emergency Response Plan
Instrument Procedures and Aircraft Performance
Mountain Flying
Operations Manual
Runway Excursion/Incursion
TCAS
Volcanic Ash
Weather
Weather Radar
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Cabin Crew
Initial and annually thereafter

§

Aircraft Specific Cabin Systems (typically a hands–on classroom course)

Two Years / 24–Months

§
§
§
§
§

CRM/Human Factors (5.2)
Emergency Procedures (5.3)
Dangerous Goods/HAZMAT (5.1.3; 14.1.3)
Winter Operations / Surface Contamination (5.1.3)
First Aid (5.1.3) (typically included in a broader Emergency Procedures course, but could
be a separate hands–on classroom CPR Certification / First Aid course)

Key Item Subjects

§
§
§
§

Corporate Aircraft Security (15.2) U.S. Part 91
Fatigue Management (11.2)
Occupational Safety and Health (U.S. – OSHA; 13.1)
Safety Management Systems (3.2.4)

Optional Extras – Recommended based on Acme’s needs

§
§
§
§
§
§

Alcohol / Drug Misuse Prevention
Emergency Response Plan
Food Safety
High Altitude Operations
Operations Manual
Regulated Waste

Maintenance Personnel
Key Item Subjects

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Corporate Aircraft Security (15.2) U.S. Part 91
Dangerous Goods/HAZMAT (5.1.3; 14.1.3)
Maintenance Resource Management (Human Factors)(5.2)
Fatigue Management (11.2)
MEL Use (5.1.6; 8.15.2)
Occupational Safety and Health (U.S. – OSHA; 13.1)
Safety Management Systems (3.2.4)

Optional Extras – Recommended based on Acme’s needs

§
§

Alcohol / Drug Misuse Prevention
Emergency Response Plan
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§
§
§
§

Fueling Safety
Maintenance Part 43 FAR Review
Safe Towing Practices
Winter Operations / Surface Contamination (5.1.3)

Line Service Personnel
Key Item Subjects

§
§
§
§
§
§

Corporate Aircraft Security (15.2) U.S. Part 91
Dangerous Goods/HAZMAT (5.1.3; 14.1.3)
Maintenance Resource Management (Human Factors)(5.2)
Fatigue Management (11.2)
Occupational Safety and Health (U.S. – OSHA; 13.1)
Safety Management Systems (3.2.4)

Optional Extras – Recommended based on Acme’s needs

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Alcohol / Drug Misuse Prevention
Emergency Response Plan
Fueling Safety
Maintenance Part 43 FAR Review
Regulated Waste
Safe Towing Practices
Winter Operations / Surface Contamination (5.1.3)

Scheduler/Dispatcher
Key Item Subjects

§
§
§
§
§
§

Corporate Aircraft Security (15.2) U.S. Part 91
Dangerous Goods/HAZMAT (5.1.3; 14.1.3)
Human Factors (5.2)
Fatigue Management (11.2)
Occupational Safety and Health (U.S. – OSHA; 13.1)
Safety Management Systems (3.2.4)

Optional Extras – Recommended based on Acme’s needs

§
§
§

Alcohol / Drug Misuse Prevention
Operations Manual
Regulatory
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Administrative Personnel
Key Item Subjects

§
§
§

Corporate Aircraft Security (15.2) U.S. Part 91
Occupational Safety and Health (U.S. – OSHA; 13.1)
Safety Management Systems (3.2.4)

Advanced Aircrew Academy Can Help
Recall earlier in this paper when we outlined the Big Picture of IS–BAO training. From the point
of view of the IS–BAO and, therefore, of the auditor, training requires all of the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Documented training content (your training program)
Receipt of training by people
Documentation of the training that was received
Auditor testing to ensure that the training has been effective (e.g. interviews,
observations, and exam results)

Are you ready and able to meet IS–BAO training requirements on your own?
Advanced Aircrew Academy is an approved IS–BAO International Standard Support Services
Affiliate with an expertise in both the Standard and training. We do it all—train, consult, and audit.
Don’t reinvent the wheel. Contact us for more information on our IS–BAO training, consulting, and
auditing services to see how we can help you with your IS–BAO required training.
contact@aircrewacademy.com • 843.557.1266
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